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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TARGETING 
ADVERTISEMENTS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/229,784, entitled System and 
Method for Generating a Consumer’s Pro?le Characteristics 
from the Consumer’s Purchase Record, ?led Aug. 28, 2002, 
Attorney Docket No. T707-13, Which is a continuation of 
US. patent application Ser. No. 09/774,473 (now US. Pat. 
No. 6,560,578), entitled Advertisement Selection System 
Supporting Discretionary Target Market Characteristics, 
?led on Jan. 31, 2001, Attorney Docket No. T707-11, Which 
is a continuation of US. patent application Ser. No. 09/268, 
526 (now US. Pat. No. 6,216,129), entitled Advertising 
Selection System Supporting Discretionary Target Market 
Characteristics ?led on Mar. 12, 1999, Attorney Docket No. 
T707-00, Which is a continuation-in-part of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/205,653, (now US. Pat. No. 6,457, 
010), entitled Client-Server Based Subscriber Characteriza 
tion System, ?led Dec. 3, 1998, the entire disclosures of 
Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The advent of the Internet has resulted in the ability 
to communicate data across the globe instantaneously, and 
Will alloW for numerous neW applications Which enhance 
consumer’s lives. One of the enhancements Which can occur 
is the ability for the consumer to receive advertising Which 
is relevant to their lifestyle, rather than a stream of ads 
determined by the program they are Watching. Such “tar 
geted ads” can potentially reduce the amount of unWanted 
information Which consumers receive in the mail, during 
television programs, and When using the Internet. 

[0003] From an advertiser’s perspective the ability to 
target ads can be bene?cial since they have some con?dence 
that their ad Will at least be determined relevant by the 
consumer, and therefore Will not be found annoying because 
it is not applicable to their lifestyle. 

[0004] In order to determine the applicability of an adver 
tisement to a consumer, it is necessary to knoW something 
about their lifestyle, and in particular to understand their 
demographics (age, household siZe, income). In some 
instances it is useful to knoW their particular purchasing 
habits. As an example, a vendor of soups Would like to knoW 
Which consumers are buying their competitor’s soup, so that 
they can target ads at those consumers in an effort to 
convince them to sWitch brands. That vendor Will probably 
not Want to target loyal customers, although for a neW 
product introduction the strategy may be to convince loyal 
customers to try the neW product. In both cases it is 
extremely useful for the vendor to be able to determine What 
brand of product the consumer presently purchases. 

[0005] There are several dif?culties associated With the 
collection, processing, and storage of consumer data. First, 
collecting consumer data and determining the demographic 
parameters of the consumer can be dif?cult. Surveys can be 
performed, and in some instances the consumer Will Will 
ingly give access to normally private data including family 
siZe, age of family members, and household income. In such 
circumstances there generally needs to be an agreement With 
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the consumer regarding hoW the data Will be used. If the 
consumer does not provide this data directly, the information 
must be “mined” from various pieces of information Which 
are gathered about the consumer, typically from speci?c 
purchases 

[0006] Once data is collected, usually from one source, 
some type of processing can be performed to determine a 
particular aspect of the consumer’s life. As an example, 
processing can be performed on credit data to determine 
Which consumers are a good credit risk and have recently 
applied for credit. The resulting list of consumers can be 
solicited, typically by direct mail. 

[0007] Although information such as credit history is 
stored on multiple databases, storage of other information 
such as the speci?cs of grocery purchases is not typically 
performed. Even if each individual’s detailed list of grocery 
purchases Was recorded, the information Would be of little 
use since it Would amount to nothing more than unprocessed 
shopping lists. 

[0008] Privacy concerns are also an important factor in 
using consumer purchase information. Consumers Will gen 
erally ?nd it desirable that advertisements and other infor 
mation is matched With their interests, but Will not alloW 
indiscriminate access to their demographic pro?le and pur 
chase records. 

[0009] The Internet has spaWned the concept of “nega 
tively priced information” in Which consumers can be paid 
to receive advertising. Paying consumers to Watch adver 
tisements can be accomplished interactively over the Inter 
net, With the consumer acknoWledging that they Will Watch 
an advertisement for a particular price. Previously proposed 
schemes such as that described in US. Pat. No. 5,794,210, 
entitled “Attention Brokerage,” of Which A. Nathaniel Gold 
haber and Gary Fitts are the inventors, describe such a 
system, in Which the consumer is presented With a list of 
advertisements and their corresponding payments. The con 
sumer chooses from the list and is compensated for vieWing 
the advertisement. The system requires real-time interactiv 
ity in that the vieWer must select the advertisement from the 
list of choices presented. 

[0010] The ability to place ads to consumers and compen 
sate them for vieWing the advertisements opens many pos 
sibilities for neW models of advertising. HoWever, it is 
important to understand the demographics and product pref 
erences of the consumer in order to be able to determine if 
an advertisement is appropriate. 

[0011] Although it is possible to collect statistical infor 
mation regarding consumers of particular products and 
compare those pro?les against individual demographic data 
points of consumers, such a methodology only alloWs for 
selection of potential consumers based on the demographics 
of existing customers of the same or similar products. US. 
Pat. No. 5,515,098, entitled “System and method for selec 
tively distributing commercial messages over a communi 
cations netWor ,” of Which John B. Carles is the inventor, 
describes a method in Which target household data of actual 
customers of a product are compared against subscriber 
household data to determine the applicability of a commer 
cial to a household. It Will frequently be desirable to target 
an advertisement to a market having discretionary charac 
teristics and to obtain a measure of the correlation of these 
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discretionary features With probabilistic or deterministic 
data of the consumer/subscriber, rather than being forced to 
rely on the characteristics of existing consumers of a prod 
uct. Such correlations should be possible based both on 
demographic characteristics and product preferences. 

[0012] Another previously proposed system, described in 
US. Pat. No. 5,724,521, entitled “Method and apparatus for 
providing electronic advertisements to end users in a con 
sumer best-?t pricing manner,” of Which R. Dedrick is the 
inventor, utilizes a consumer scale as the mechanism to 
determine to Which group and advertisement is intended. 
Such a system requires speci?cation of numerous param 
eters and Weighting factors, and requires access to speci?c 
and non-statistical personal pro?le information. 

[0013] For the foregoing reasons, there is a need for an 
advertisement selection system Which can match an adver 
tisement With discretionary target market characteristics, 
and Which can do so in a manner Which protects the privacy 
of the consumer data and characterizations. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] The present invention describes a system for deter 
mining the applicability of an advertisement to a consumer, 
based on the reception of an ad characterization vector and 
use of a unique consumer ID. The consumer ID is used to 
retrieve a consumer characterization vector, and the corre 
lation betWeen the consumer characterization vector and the 
ad characterization vector is used to determine the applica 
bility of the advertisement to the consumer. The price to be 
paid for presentation of the advertisement can be determined 
based on the degree of correlation. 

[0015] The price to present an advertisement can increase 
With correlation, as may be typical When the content/oppor 
tunity provider is also the pro?ling entity. The price can 
decrease With correlation When the consumer is the pro?ler, 
and is interested in, and Willing to charge less for seeing 
advertisements Which are highly correlated With their demo 
graphics, lifestyle, and product preferences. 

[0016] The present invention can be used to specify pur 
chasers of a speci?c product. In a preferred embodiment the 
advertisement characterization vector contains a description 
of a target market including an indicator of a target product, 
i.e., purchasers of a particular product type, brand, or 
product size. The advertisement characterization vector is 
correlated With a consumer characterization vector Which is 
retrieved based on a unique consumer ID. The correlation 
factor is determined and indicates if the consumer is a 
purchaser of the product the advertisement is intended for. 
This feature can be used to identify purchasers of a particular 
brand and can be used to target ads at those consumers to 
lure them aWay from their present product provider. Simi 
larly, this feature can be used to target ads to loyal consum 
ers to introduce them to a neW product in a product family, 
or different size of product. 

[0017] One advantage of the present invention is that 
discretionary target market parameters can be speci?ed and 
do not necessarily need to correspond to an existing market, 
but can re?ect the various market segments for Which the 
advertisement is targeted. The market segments can be 
designated by demographic characteristics or by product 
preferences. 
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[0018] Another advantage of the present invention is that 
demographic samples of present purchasers of a product are 
not required to de?ne the target market. 

[0019] The present invention can be used to determine the 
applicability of an advertisement to a consumer based on 
demographics, product preferences, or a combination of 
both. 

[0020] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
the correlation is calculated as the scalar product of the ad 
characterization vector and the consumer characterization 
vector. The ad characterization vector and consumer char 
acterization vector can be composed of demographic char 
acteristics, product purchase characteristics, or a combina 
tion of both. 

[0021] In a preferred embodiment pricing for the display 
ing of said advertisement is developed based on the result of 
the correlation betWeen the ad characterization vector and 
the consumer characterization vector. In a ?rst embodiment 
the pricing increases as a function of the correlation. This 
embodiment can represent the situation in Which the party 
Which determines the correlation also controls the ability to 
display the advertisement. 

[0022] In an alternate embodiment the price for displaying 
the advertisement decreases as a function of the degree of 
correlation. This embodiment can represent the situation in 
Which the consumer controls access to the consumer char 

acterization vector, and charges less to vieW advertisements 
Which are highly correlated With their interests and demo 
graphics. A feature of this embodiment is the ability of the 
consumer to decrease the number of unWanted advertise 
ments by charging a higher price to vieW advertisements 
Which are likely to be of less interest. 

[0023] One advantage of the present invention is that it 
alloWs advertisements to be directed to neW markets by 
setting speci?c parameters in the ad characterization vector, 
and does not require speci?c statistical knoWledge regarding 
existing customers of similar products. Another advantage is 
that the system alloWs ads to be directed at consumers of a 
competing brand, or speci?c targeting at loyal customers. 
This feature can be useful for the introduction of a neW 
product to an existing customer base. 

[0024] Another advantage of the present invention is that 
the correlation can be performed by calculating a simple 
scalar (dot) product of the ad characterization and consumer 
characterization vectors. A Weighted sum or other statistical 
analysis is not required to determine the applicability of the 
advertisement. 

[0025] The present invention can be realized as a data 
processing system and as a computer program. The inven 
tion can be realized on an individual computer or can be 
realized using distributed computers With portions of the 
system operating on various computers. 

[0026] An advantage of the present invention is the ability 
to direct advertisements to consumers Which Will ?nd the 
advertisements of interest. This eliminates unWanted adver 
tisements. Another advantage is the ability of advertisers to 
target speci?c groups of potential customers. 

[0027] These and other features and objects of the inven 
tion Will be more fully understood from the folloWing 
















